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In an Industry first, Dish TV India introduces ‘Korean Drama Active’ service for 

its DishTV and D2H users  

New Delhi, 5th August 2020: Dish TV India Limited, India’s leading DTH Company, in an industry-first 

initiative, today announced the launch of ‘Korean Drama Active’ service. Available on DishTV & D2H 

platforms, users will now have access to premium Korean drama content dubbed in the Hindi language.    

With more than 300 hours of content already available and more on the way, subscribers of the two 

brands, DishTV and D2H have the best of Korean drama across all genres- suspense, drama, comedy, love, 

family, action, and mystery. The program line up also includes popular K Pop Music and dance 

performances interspersed between the main programmes.   

Commenting on the launch of new active service, Mr. Sugato Banerji, Corporate Head- Marketing, D2H, 

Dish TV India Ltd, said, “As a part of the continuous monitoring of consumer preferences, we observed a 

surge in the content of Korean origin in online consumption. This became the basis of bringing Korean 

Drama Active to our two DTH platforms, an industry first! We are extremely confident our subscribers 

across the country will find the wholesome Korean Drama content enthralling and entertaining for the 

entire family. This launch reaffirms our commitment to bringing the most suitable content with high appeal 

for our subscribers."   

Subscribers can avail free service for the first 15 days, as part of the company’s launch offer. ‘Korean 

Drama Active’ service will be available on channel no. 136 on DishTV and D2H at a nominal subscription 

price of INR 47+ taxes per month post applicable free preview period.    
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About Dish TV India Limited:  

Dish TV India Limited is India’s leading direct-to-home (DTH) Company and owns multiple individual 

brands like Dish TV, Zing and d2h under its umbrella. The company benefits from multiple satellite 

platforms including SES-8, GSAT15 and ST-2 and has a bandwidth capacity of 1260 MHz, the largest held 

by any DTH player in the country. Dish TV India Limited has on its platform more than 700 channels & 

services including 31 audio channels and 72 HD channels & services. The Company has a vast distribution 

network of over 3,800 distributors & around 350,000 dealers that span across 9,400 towns in the country. 

Dish TV India Limited is connected with its pan-India customer base through call-centres that are spread 

across 22 cities and are equipped to handle customer queries 24X7 in 12 different languages. For more 

information on the Company, please visit www.dishtv.in 
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